
 

 

BRABBU Contract: The High-end Hospitality Solution 

 

 BRABBU Contract is a high-end furniture design brand powered by BRABBU, sharing the same contemporary, nature 

inspired and cosmopolitan styles that reflect an intense way of living. It was created to revolutionize the world of contract and 

hospitality design, bringing fierceness and innovation into every project. 

BRABBU Contract creates furniture solutions for remarkable hospitality and contract projects that value quality and 

contemporary elegance blended with fierceness and strength. Our team of designers and craftspeople developed a new 

manufacturing process that allowed a production increase, maintaining the same aesthetic and manufacturing quality. With this 

manufacturing increase, BRABBU Contract offers upholstery, casegoods and lighting solutions at competitive prices that will fill 

every tailored interior with memories and unique sensations. Behind each handcrafted product, there is a story written by the 

materials, textures and colours of some of the most interesting places and cultures around the world. 

The brand aims to be a design reference in the contract world for every interior designer, contractor, design lover and 

media through its special and sensitive design pieces. Everyone who comes across one of BRABBU Contracts products will desire 

to discover the story hidden behind it and the intense experiences and personality that they give to every interior. 

BRABBU Contract, first presented at Equiphotel, in Paris, in November 2016, has now a presence in the hospitality 

world of its own. For the first time in 2017, at Maison & Objet Paris in September, the brand showcased in a unique stand, 

presenting its collection and its news, such as the “Dressed in White” Collection.  

Why BRABBU Contract? The brand offers not only competitive prices, but also products in accordance to hospitality 

regulations, a wide range of fabrics, materials and finishes for customization, high-end quality products and all the products are 

designed and handcrafted in Europe. In any hospitality project can fit the elegant BOURBON Bar Chair or the urbane VELLUM 

Wall Lamp.  

 



 

 

The brand is here to stay and to provide sophisticated solutions for contract projects. It is the promise of a 

transformation of the interior design world that is going to be invaded by the Design Force and fierce designs of BRABBU 

Contract.  

 

For more Information:  

Carolina Monteiro 

cmonteiro@brabbucontract.com 

http://www.brabbucontract.com/press  
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